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WHY DATA  
QUALITY MATTERS

When you do not have sufficient data, your ability to 
make informed decisions can be impaired. With  
the capability to detect all ships’ movements with  
unprecedented accuracy, exactAIS gives organizations 
the confidence to act.
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WHY DATA QUALITY MATTERS
Accurate data is the foundation of good decision-making and no organization wants to make strategic or tactical 
decisions based on data they do not trust. 

To put this in a maritime context, consider the data on which search and rescue teams must act with minutes to spare 
and lives to save. Government agencies must determine whether erratic vessel behaviour is innocent or potentially life-
threatening; they must also decide whether position reports reflect compliance 
inside territorial waters with fishing quotas or emissions reporting.

In a crowded channel or other chokepoint, Vessel Traffic Management systems 
must be able to pinpoint course, speed, rate of turn and proximity for dozens of 
vessels at a time to avoid collisions and keep ships moving. For vessel operators, 
the same data has a fundamental contribution to ship, crew, and cargo safety. 
Commercial decisions with substantial financial implications rely on accurate 
vessel positions in relation to their next charter. The same drivers to reporting 
emissions and the data that flows into a noon report are used to demonstrate 
energy efficiency measures.

In any of these examples, being able to track, monitor and analyze vessel 
movements with confidence requires accurate, trusted data on which to base 
the best possible decisions. Evaluation of situational awareness in a crowded 
channel should never be made on guesswork, just as the decision to make a 
ballast voyage in search of employment doesn’t have to be a gut feeling when 
you potentially have data on all the candidate vessels.

AIS DATA IS VITAL 
The Automatic Identification System has fundamentally changed the landscape for monitoring in the maritime domain in 
a relatively short time. Since its inception as a short-range collision avoidance system, AIS tracking technology has taken 
flight, with AIS transponders deployed aboard all large vessels and many smaller vessels around the globe, providing a 
complete global picture of the world’s shipping activity.

The technology’s effectiveness has seen use of Satellite-based AIS expand dramatically. It now includes applications 
such as Aids to Navigation, Application Specific Messages, Search and Rescue Transmitters, Man Over Board units and 
Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacons.

Continuous, global satellite coverage coupled with superior detection rates is paramount to delivering maritime AIS 
products and services of high enough quality to create real value for users in government and commercial sectors.

Today, S-AIS is used in commercial applications ranging from pollution control and environmental monitoring to vessel 
routeing and traffic management, security and geofencing and validation of vessel declaration. Government applications 
include fisheries protection, vessel safety monitoring, search and rescue, vessel traffic analysis and monitoring aids to 
navigation.

BEING ABLE 
TO TRACK, 
MONITOR AND 
ANALYZE VESSEL 
MOVEMENTS WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
REQUIRES 
ACCURATE, 
TRUSTED DATA ON 
WHICH TO BASE 
THE BEST POSSIBLE 
DECISIONS.
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AIS data is critical to a new class of vessel tracking and online chartering and trading platforms that rely on highly 
accurate position data for vessel voyage, fixing and employment.

Its importance to both commercial and government users is set to increase further as pressure grows to monitor carbon 
and sulfur emissions on a vessel by vessel basis. The data gathered from vessels will be used to correlate to emissions for 
compliance with local and international regulations and for broader energy efficiency performance that will feed into the 
relationship between shipowners and their finance providers.

IMPROVING AIS ACCURACY
Since AIS was primarily conceived for collision avoidance between vessels within RF range of each other, its 
communication protocol was initially designed to provide coordinated time slots, or opportunities to transmit, for a 
relatively large number of closely-spaced vessels forming an AIS communication cell. Within this cell, the vessel’s AIS 
transmissions are co-ordinated, resulting in no, or very few, message collisions.

The view from space, however, is very different. While a ship at sea has an effective RF range of 20-30 nm, the field of 
view from a Low Earth Orbiting satellite can be over 3,000 nm. A question that users commonly ask is whether S-AIS 
data is accurate enough given the increase in vessel traffic and the scope of data collection. The answer is yes, where 
the system is designed to maintain quality and reliability when collecting signals over a larger area. The answer is that  
Satellite-based maritime domain awareness has been achieved and proven valuable to businesses and organizations that 
use and rely on global AIS information for their decision -making.

To meet the demand for high data quality, the satellite constellation has to have a clear set of capabilities. These include 
a large constellation of LEO satellites distributed in orbits that ensure coverage of the entire globe, superior detection 
algorithms, and an architecture that provides real-time delivery of the collected AIS information without the latency 
associated with a store-and-forward satellite architecture. 

Developing and deploying a satellite-based architecture that addresses these and other maritime VHF challenges, five 
key factors are considered as essential elements for an optimized global S-AIS constellation:

• Continuous global coverage and superior detection rates
• Real-time/Dependable downlinks
• Ability to detect all AIS broadcasters, not just those mandated by the IMO
• Ability to handle the rapidly expanding use of ASM
• Ability to adapt to evolving uses of the maritime VHF spectrum

THE RIGHT COMPONENTS
When it comes to providing truly global, real-time maritime domain awareness, both the quality and size of a satellite 
constellation matters. For Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellite coverage, the right quantity of satellites will provide the 
required coverage. In addition to having the right quantity of satellites, placing them into differing orbital planes with 
managed orbital regimes is essential for obtaining true global coverage. 
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Continuous global coverage from LEO satellites requires a substantial, orbitally 
diverse, and managed satellite constellation. The Iridium NEXT constellation, 
with 66 operational satellites in six polar orbiting planes and six in-orbit spares, 
Iridium NEXT covers the earth with true, simultaneous global coverage.

Providing a global, real-time, highly accurate and dependable satellite-based 
maritime VHF and AIS system requires not only a large constellation of satellites 
it also demands that the architecture provides real-time satellite downlinks. 

This means interconnecting the satellites in space with crosslinks, essentially 
creating a satellite network in space so that all satellites at all times receive and 
downlink AIS messages in real-time to strategically located ground sites. Iridium 
NEXT constellation provides exactEarth the technical capabilities to collect the 
AIS signals consistently, reliably and accurately.

THE RIGHT SOLUTION
Since its foundation a decade ago, exactEarth has been focused on providing the most accurate and reliable AIS data 
as its sole mission. exactEarth services offer proven value across a wide range of maritime applications from pollution 
control and environmental monitoring to vessel routeing and traffic management, security and geo-fencing and 
validation of vessel declarations. Government applications include fisheries protection, vessel safety monitoring, search 
and rescue, vessel traffic analysis and monitoring aids to navigation.

The data we provide supports applications from safety and governance to vessel chartering decisions, delivering insight 
into operational efficiency, enhanced security and time sensitive information where it is needed most. As the leading 
source for satellite AIS data delivery, exactEarth has thousands of governmental users, including coast guards, safety 
administrations and navies. 

In addition, we supply data to a wide variety of commercial vessel and platform operators, supporting the digitalization 
of the maritime industry with fast, accurate and reliable data. Combined with expertise in satellite technology is a 
passion for improving maritime situational awareness. Our vessel tracking services provide enhanced maritime domain 
awareness for improved vessel management, scheduling, environmental protection, search and rescue operations, 
defence and border security applications.

Because of the satellite constellation and AIS data-focused hosted payloads, customers enjoy uninterrupted service with 
a high level of data consistency. Our expertise enables users to take a deep dive into AIS data, where they can find the 
answers to their AIS challenges. Our enhanced maritime AIS data is the decision-making foundation for better vessel 
monitoring and analytics; superior data quality means users can act confidently and make better-informed decisions. 
This combination of accuracy, persistence and quality is key to why so many government and commercial users choose 
exactEarth. 

Nothing is more critical to data-driven decision-making than data accuracy. But we also understand that the technology 
we use to provide data is less important for our customers than the results it can deliver. By making accurate and reliable 
data more available to the users that depend on it, we can build trust in analytics in an industry that stands to benefit 
from greater visibility and transparency for performance, safety and compliance.

SINCE ITS 
FOUNDATION A 
DECADE AGO, 
EXACTEARTH HAS 
BEEN FOCUSED ON 
PROVIDING THE 
MOST ACCURATE 
AND RELIABLE AIS 
DATA AS ITS SOLE 
MISSION. 


